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summary

The physical phenomena occurring in operating large chromatography co-

lumns are discussed on both a molecular and macroscopic level. The prob-

lems connected with the use of macroporous gel materials for the frac-

tionation of biological macromolecules are briefly discussed.

Scaling-up chromatography

Irrespective of scale of operation, the separation power achieved ina

chromatographic column is the result of a combination of chemical as

well as physical phenomena. The chemical properties of the chromatograp~

hic medium determine the selectivity, i.e. the ability to physically

separate closely related molecular species. In practise this is measu-

red as the distance between the chromatographic peak maxima. The desi-

red selectivity is obtained by choosing the appropriate column packing

material and the basic operating conditions are usually optimized by

laboratory scale trials prior to scaling up. Scaling-up of adsorption

chromatography then means to keep the ratio of sample load to adsorbent

volume constant, whereas scaling-up of isocratic chromatography, e.g.

gel filtration, means to keep the sample zone width to the total number

of chromatographic cascades in the column constant. If the same average

particle diameter and distribution is used in the large-scale applica-

tion as in the laboratory scale trials, then scaling-up means to keep

the ratio of the sample zone width to the total chromatographic path

length constant. If, however, larger particles are used in the larger

column and thus the total number of chromatographic cascades is redu-

ced, then the ratio of the sample zone width to the column length

*) A more comprehensive treatment of this topic is given in Reference

1].
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should also be reduced proportionally,

Thus, the most important physical phenomenon to take into considerationwhen scaling-up chromatography is to maintain the mass transport between

column. The factors which determine this efficiency are described in theformula shown in equation (1).

o= [u(7P + 2RU~R) +224) (1)

© = the standard deviation (approx. 1/4 zone width)L = column length
D = solute diffusion coefficient in the mobile phasev = velocity of mobile phase
R = the ratio of zone velocity to mobile Phase velocityts = time spentby solute between sorption and desorptionA = geometric factor
d, = particle diameter of solid phase

This equation, which follows Giddings' treatment [2], Says that chroma-tographic zone dispersion is dependent on three phenomena: The longi-tudinal diffusion, the non-equilibrium Situation and the flow patterneffect. The two first Phenomena are controlled by adjusting the flow-rate through the column, the latter by choosing Particles with appro-priate size and distribution and by Optimizing the packing procedure.From this follows that at a given column length, irrespective of theflow-rate used, the column efficiency can never be higher than the phy-

Another important factor in this equation is ta , the time spent in theparticle between adsorption and desorption. This’ 70a function of therate constants for adsorption and desorption as well as of the diffusionconstant of the solute molecule inside the Particle. No doubt this isthe most important rate limiting factor in chromatography, especiallyso for Macromolecules, and this can only be controlled by using partic-les based on macroporous and highly permeable matrices and by optimi-zing the degree of substitution of the reactive groups forming the ad-sorption Sites on the surface of the matrix.

The implication of the factors in the Giddings' equation for scaling-upare all connected to the rigidity of chromatographic Particles, which
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will set a limit to the column length, flow-rate and particle size. For

a totally rigid particle, there is a linear relationship between the

pressure drop applied over a packed bed and the resulting flow-rate.

The relationship is described in equation (2).

 

= xAPhim Bae

= superficial (linear) flow velocity of the eluent

= permeability(friction parameter x void fraction)
averageparticel diameter
pressure drop‘over the bed

= eluentviscosity
= bed height
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Each particle in a packed chromatographic bed, surrounded by a flowing

liquid, is subject to a frictional force pushing the particle down-

stream (equation (3)).

= vv
Ferict tpA%2 (3)

f) = drag factor

= cross sectional area of particle
perpendicular to direction of flow

Pam density of flowing liquid

v = linear flow rate of liquid

The drag factor, fy , is a function of the Reynolds' number (N,Q) and

the shape factor. The shape factor is the ratio between the surface

area of a sphere with a volume equal to the particle and the surface area

of the particle. This means that a small compression of the particle

will increase the shape factor and thus the drag factor while the re-

sulting decreased porosity results in a rapid increase of the linear

flow rate through the column, both effects further increasing the com-

pression. The result is that for compressible particles there is nota

linear relationship between the pressure drop and the flow-rate obtain-

ed. Thus Joustra and coworkers [3] found that the permeability constant
of equation (2) is a logarithmic function of the bed height and dia-

meter as well as the solvent regain of the gel. This phenomenon is sche-

matically illustrated in Fig1, and in Fig 2 are shown the flow-pressure

curves obtained in a study of the behaviour of Sephadex G-150 in columns

of increasing bed height [4].
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ek Fig. 1: Schematic graph of flow rateeg Sephadex as a function of the pressure drop
in chromatographic columns packed with5 rigid and deformable particles respec-‘APRESSURE DROP (5") tively.
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Pig... 2:7 Flow rate as a funetion) of
pressure drop for 30 cm diameter co-
lumns with different bed heights (in
cm aS indicated) packed with Sephadex
G-150. The flow was measured after
step wise increasing and decreasing
the hydrostatic pressure as indicated
by the arrows. When repeating the
cycles, the maximum obtainable flow
rate will decrease until gradually100 150 200 Stabilized at a certain level withPressure (cm H,0) little or no hysteresis effect wert .
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The conclusion to be drawn from the previous discussion is thatrror
semi-rigid or compressible chromatographic particles, scaling-up should
be accomplished by increasing the column diameter rather than its height.
This leads to another problem linked to masstransport but now on a macro-
scopic level. I am here refering to the event which happens during the
sample application and the problem arises from the need to translate a
plug of sample solution from a narrow feeder pipe to a column end piece
of wide cross section without significant dilutionor distortion and to
recover the separated zones in a similar way. To meet this requirement,
the volume of the void space between the columns end piece and the sur-
face of the chromatographic bed should be kept at a minimum without
giving rise to radial pressure drop in this shallow layer. Also, further
improvement is obtained by splitting the flow into a number of small
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pipes which are alloed to enter the column end piece at several points.
In Fig. 3 is shown how this is arranged for the Pharmacia column. ‘KS 370.

The need for a negligible dilution factor in the end-piece of a stacked
column type becomes evident when one considers the fact that in gel
filtration applications for the separation of substances of not too
different molecular weights, such as in the case of proinsulin and in-
sulin, a chromatographic path corresponding to six consecultively linked
columns is required (Fig. 4). There is today much evidence collected
which shows that, if designed properly and packed optimally, large dia-
meter columns give a chromatographic resolution similar to that of labo-
ratory columns.

 

Fig. 3 (above). End piece of Pharmacia co-
lumn KS 370/15, "The Stack", showing the
six in-/outlets.

Fig. 4 (right). A stack of six Pharmacia
columns KS 370/15.  

Column packing materials for large-scale chromatography

Another way of improving the conditions for large scale chromatography
is to design better suited column packing materials. For large-scale
adsorption chromatography of natural macromolecules, this means a macro-
porous and homogeneously permeable gel material, preferably with hydrox-
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yl group dependent hydrophilicity, lacking non-specific adsorption cen-

ters and with a rigidity which does not limit the maximum flow rate

possible for kinetic reasons.

The gel material which today seems to fulfil these criteria best is

agarose. Especially so after recent developments in cross-linking tech-

nology. Agarose is a naturally gel forming polysaccharide obtained by

fractionation of agar which in turn is extracted from certain marine

red algae (Gelidium, Gracilaria, Pterocladia etc.). The agarose is a

neutral a-1,4-linked polymer of the disaccharide agarobiose which con-

tains ß-1,3-linked D-galactose and 3,6-anhydro-L-galactose. This prima-

ry structural feature of the agarose molecule causes it to form a left-

handed, parallel double helical secondary structure together with anot-

her agarose molecule. According to the prevalent conception, originally

put forward by D.A. Rees[5], these double helices aggregate into junc-

tion zones forming an infinite three dimensional network, surrounding

 

 
 

large cavities filled with bulk water (Fig.5). The agarose gel structure
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Fig. 5 (left). Schematic two-dimensional presentation of the galactan
polymer network in an agarose gel. (Adopted from the work by D.A. Rees
etisal.)

Fig.7 6 (right). Flow rate as a function of pressure drop for DEAE-
Sepharose CL-6B (dotted line) and DEAE-Sepharose?Fast Flow (solid line)
packed in 5 cm diameter and 10 cm long columns (work from Pharmacia
Fine Chemicals AB).
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may thus, from a functional point of view, be regarded as highly macro-

porous allowing large macromolecules or even particles (e.g. isometric

virus particles) to penetrate freely. From a kinetic point of view

agarose seems to be the next to ideal chromatographic carrier matrix.

Its most criticized drawback, its low rigidity as compared to silica and

porous glass, has recently been improved considerably by covalent cross-

linking. By a modification of the original procedure by Porath and co-

workers [6], agarose gels are obtained [7] which can withstand the hydro-

dynamic forces manifested in large industrial columns at high linear

flow rates (Fig. 6).

Another rigid column packing material, and which is the most popular

adsorbent matrix in HPLC (high performance liquid chromatography) is

porous silica. Underivatized silica, however, strongly adsorbs a wide

variety of proteins, probably mainly due to the presence of protolyzed

silanol groups on the matrix surface. Another drawback of silica, which

limits its applicability, is its solubility in alcaline buffers. Above

pH 7.5 the matrix is rapidly degraded. Never the less, attempts have

been made to utilize the rigidity and macroporosity of certain silica

preparations for large scale chromatography purposes. Thus Tayot and

coworkers [8] prepared ion exchangers by adsorbing DEAE-Dextran to mac-

roporous Spherosil. After cross-linking the adsorbed polymer, these ad-

sorbents were used for plasma protein fractionation. Schutyser and co-

workers [9] synthesized affinity chromatography adsorbents by coating

the surface of macroporous silica with corss-linked hydrophilic co-poly-

mers carrying various functional end groups, and reacting these with

biospecific ligands.

Even if a tightly cross-linked polymer network on the silica surface

will prevent large biomolecules from interacting with the silanol groups,

the problem of the instability of silica in alkaline buffers remains to

be solved.

Conclusions

The factors which affect the performance of large scale chromatography

columns are today well understood. Most of them focus on the physical

properties of the column packing materials. Here the desirable combina-

tion of rigidity, macroporosity, hydrophilicity, inertness and long-term

reuseability points towards organic materials and it seems as if cova-

lently’ cross-linked agarose is the most attractive matrix so far.
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